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according to

Webster's dictionary

an accelerator in which particles
(as protons, deuterons or ions) are
propelled by means of an alternating
electric field between electredes in
a cons·tant magnetic field.

SUMMARY

At the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) an Isochronous Low
Energy

Cyclotron (ILEC) for 3 MeV protons is under construction.

In order to obtain a proton beam with a high intensity and a low
energy spread, the flat-topping principle will be applied by means
of combined second and sixth harmonie acceleration.

The first part of this report deals with the construction and
experiments of the second harmonie acceleration system.
As opposed to earlier design the resonator tanks are now equiped
with movable short circuit flanges to achieve the desired resonance
frequency of 43.5 MHz.
The RF-signal is generated by a master oscillator and brought to a
power level of several kW by means of a transistor pre-amplifier
and a tube RF power amplifier.
The tube amplifier has been constructed and tested at a reduced power
level.· Moreover the system for amplitude and symmetry control has been
modified for proper operation.
At this moment the second harmonie system is available for the
assembly of the machine and the tests at full power.

The second part describes the calculation of partiele orbits in
cyclotrons. For this purpose an analytical orbit integration program
based on the Hamilton formalism was constructed. With the developed
software various magnetic field structures and general multi dee
systems can be treated.
Same results concerning the ILEC cyclotron are given.

SAMENVATTING

Aan de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven is een isochroon Laag
Energy Cyclotron (ILEC) voor 3 MeV protonen in opbouw.
Om een protonenbundel met een hoge intensiteit en een lage
energiespreiding .te verkrijgen wordt het flattop principe
de
de
.
toegepast door middel van gecombineerde 2
en 6
harmon~sche
versnelling.

Het eerste deel van dit verslag behandeld de constructie en de
experimenten betreffende het tweede harmonische versnelsysteem.
In tegenstelling tot een eerder ontwerp zijn de resonatoren nu
uitgerust met beweegbare kortsluitplaten om de gewenste resonantie
frequentie. van 43.5 MHz te verkrijgen.
Het hoogfrequent signaal wordt gegenereerd door een kristal oscillator
en versterkt tot een vermogen van enkele kW door middel van een
transistor voorversterker en een buisversterker.
Deze buisversterker is opgebouwd en getest bij een gereduceerd
uitgangsvermogen. Verder is de amplitude en symmetrie regeling
aangepast voor een juiste werking.
Op dit moment is het tweede harmonische systeem beschikbaar voor de
opbouw van de machine en de afregeling bij vol vermogen.
Het tweede gedeelte beschrijft de berekening van deeltjes banen
in cyclotrons. Hiervoor is een analytisch baan integratie programma
gemaakt dat gebaseerd is op het Hamilton formalisme. Met de ontwikkelde
software kunnen verschillende magneetveld structuren en deegeometrieën behandeld worden.
Enkele resultaten betreffende het ILEC cyclotron worden gegeven.
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INTRODUCI'ION

Since the beginning of 1982 a small isochronous cyclotron for 3 MeV
protons according to the azimuthally varying field principle (AVF)
is under construction at EUT (Hei 85).
At that time most of the beam time of the Philips-cyclotron was used
for applications and routine production of medical isotopes.
Since the accessibility of the cyclotron was limited to do machine
research, because of an increasing chance of disturbances and a lack
of beam time, it was decided to build a new machine, which should have
very small dimensions but ensure good prospects for the machine
research group.
The work had to be carried out mainly by students and junior
scientists and should ask for a modest investment. The geometry
of the new cyclotron should not differ much from the central region
of larger machines so the information qained here would be relevant
for those as well.
The special features of this cyclotron are its construction in very
small dimensions and the application of the flattopping principle
in the acceleration process.

The objectives of the ILEC project, an acronym for Isochronous
Low Energy Cyclotron, are in more detail:
1. To create a facility for experimental studies on the influence
of space charge forces on the maximum achievable beam current,
beam emittance and energy spread (Gor 69).
2. To extend the theory of acceleration, developed at EUT (Sch 78,
Sch 80) with the collective aspects of space charge and to have
a possibility for direct checking of new models for partiele
orb i ts (Kle 85) .
3. To produce ion beams of high intensity and low energy spread
by means of flattopping.
4. To apply the machine for a mieroprobe facility for element
analysis (Pri 81), and as an injector for a new electron/
proton storage ring (Bot 86).
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The acceleration in the ILEC-cyclotron will be accomplished by a
second harmonie double dee system toqether with two sixth harmonie
dees for flattopping.
During the time this graduation work was done the second harmonie
acceleration system reached its final state. We also worked on
a general Hamilton theory for the partiele motion in cyclotrons.
This report describes the results of the work on these two subjects.

In chapter 1 a review on the progress of the ILEC-project is given.
Chapter 2 deals with the parts of the second harmonie acceleration
and RF system in more detail.
The experiments and tests with this system are described in chapter 3.
Finally in chapter 4 the results of computer calculations on the
partiele motion in cyclotrons are presented.
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Chapter 1

1. 1

ILEC STATUS REPORT

Overview

In this section we present a layout of the cyclotron in figure 1. 1
and the main (design) parameters in tabel 1.
The status of construction of the various parts of the ILEC
cyclotron is reported in the next sections.

4-fold symmetrie field with

2 coupled second harmonie dees

straight sectors, flat valleys
and tapered hills.
Valley angle

50°

Dee angle

50°

Average magn. field

1.43 T

Gap voltage

36 kV

Field flutter

0.2

Dee gap width

Bmm

Hill pole gap

33-36 mm

Voltage stability

<

Valley pole gap

50 mm

Frequency

Extraction radius

17 cm

Freq. stability

43.5 ± 0.5
10- 7

Pole radius

Drive

< 10 kW class AB

Field stabili ty

21 cm
-4
2·10

Coupling

capacitive

Ampere turns

50,000

Q-value

2000

Current

140 A

Fine tuning

capacitive

Power consumption

6.3 kW

Coarse tuning

movable short

Weight

3 tons

Constr. material

Steel 37

Correction coils

2•4·2

10

-4
MHZ

2 separate sixth harmonie dees

Dee angle

40° (r-dependent)

Gap voltage

3.6 kV

Dee gap width

6mm
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Ion souree

-5

Working pressure

10

Oil ditfusion pump

1500 1/see
3
20 m /h

Rotary pump

torr

Vaeuum ehamber
lenght

1200 mm

Self heated eathode PIG souree
(Bennet type)

Anode material

Capper

eathode material

Tantalum

width

720 mm

Mounting

Axially

height

125 mm

Cooling

Water & air

material

Table 1

Aluminium

The

ma~n

parameters of the ILEC cyclotron
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1.2

The isochronous field and magnet design

1. 2. 1

An

azimuthally varying field with a four fold symmetrie structure

was chosen, and realized by straight sector shaped tapered hills
and flat valleys. Because of the focussing properties of this field
stability in the vertical motion is obtained even when the average
field on a circle increases with the radius for compensating the
relativistic increase of the partiele mass with the energy.
The essential feature of an isochronous field is the fact that the
revolution frequency can be kept constant during the acceleration
process.
Important properties of the magnetic field can de studied by
consictering nonaccelerated particles. In this case the motion
of the

particles is completely determined by the shape of the

field B(r,8). This field can be composed of an average magnetic
field B(r) and a flutter profile F(r,S) defined as:
B(r) = -1 1I B(r,8)d8
2'TT '
F(r,8)

B(r,S) - B(r)

( 1.1)

( 1. 2)

B(r)

so that

B(r,S) = B(r) • (l+F(r,S))

(1. 3)

where F(r,8) can be expanded in a Fourier series yielding
B(r,8)= B(r) (1+ L{A (r)cos(n8) + B (r)sin(n8) })
n n
n

( 1. 4)

For a good understanding we mention that this is the real magnetic
field as it can be made and measured.
To meet the condition of isochronism the average field as a function
of radius B(r) in equation 1.4 should be equal to the isochronous
magnetic field for all radii.
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This theoretical field, as derived by Hagedoorn and Verster (Hag 62),
that depends on the same Fourier components

as in (1.4), is described

by

B.

~so

1

= B0 (1- E2(n 2--1)

{r)

dA(r)
where A = r - dr
n

s

I

n

with m,q,w

ffiuJ

B =
0

c
0

(1.5)

dB(r)
r-dr

B

uJ or

=

1

(A 2 +B 2 +A A +BB ))• (1-S 2 l-~
n
n
n n n n

0

q

respectively the mass, charge and revolution frequency

of the particle.

If B{r) does nat equal B.

~sa

(r) for all radii, then B(r) has to be

changed by adapting the magnetic circuit. Thereby generally A

n

and

B will be changed also which however will only slightly influence
n

B.

~so

as is clear from (1.5)

The correspondence between B(r) and B.
(r) should be correct
~sa
-3
within margins less than 10 .

An outline of the ILEC isochronous field is given in fig 1.2.
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A partiele will oscillate around a so called equilibrium orbit,
which is defined as the closed non accelerating partiele orbit
in the median plane with the same rotational symmetry as the
magnetic field. In radial direction the oscillation takes place
with a frequency v

r

, which is the number of radial oscillations

per turn, and in axial direction with a frequency v .
z
To ensure stable partiele orbits v 2 and v 2 have to be

r

z

positive for all radii.
In (Hag 62) the relations for v 2

r

and v 2

z

in an AVF field are given:
2

Sn - 8
x(A A'+B B') +
4 (n2-1) (n2-4)
n n n n

\)

r

1

(A A"+B B") +
n n n n

1

1

1

(A A'+B B') n n n n

1
(A A"+B B") + - -(A'2+B'2)}
n n n n
n
2n2 n

As mentioned befare the ILEC AVF field is realized by straight sector
shaped tapered hills and flat valleys on the pole faces. Spiral
shaped edges are nat necessary considering our dimensions. The
yoke is made of steel 37, a mild rolled steel with a magnetic
saturation field strenght of 1.84 Tesla.
A maximum relative azimuthal field variation of about 0.2 was
adopted with a B

max

value of 1.8 Tesla. In this situation the

average field will te approximately 1. 5 Tesla, leading to an
extraction radius of about 17 cm. for 3 MeV protons.
The pole gap width between the valleys is chosen relatively small
(50 mm) to save ampere-windings. Considering the fact of deesparking in this situation the second harmonie dees with a RF
voltage of 36 kV have to be placed in the valleys. In order
to get maximum acceleration the moment of deè gap passage for
an ion must coincide with the peak value of the RF-dee voltage.
This also offers the best conditions for a stable acceleration
process (Sch 78 & eh 4) • This requirement asks for a dee angle
of 90 degrees.
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;;"ar the verticë:J fo<.;ussing, however, the optimum valley angle
of the magnet is 45 degrees. As a campromise the valley angle
has been taken 50 degrees, leaving 40 degrees for the hills.
The valley gap height is composed of 15 mm. for beam passage,
2x2 mm. for capper dee-plates and 2x15.5 mm isolation distance.
From the required field variation of 0.2 it follows that the
gap width between the hills becomes approximately 33 mm, apart
from a slight radial tapering to meet the isochronous field
conditions.
The pole has a radius of 200 mm, and the pole faces are
separate plates into which the hill and valley segments
were machined. In the centre a circular disk of 30 mm radius
is mounted, leaving a gapwidth of about 40 mm.
The yoke parts and the poles are massive iron blocks, having
a total weight of about 3 tons.
A vertical 22 mm hole is drilled through the yoke in which the
ion souree will be mounted. Moreover, we still have the
possibility to apply an external ion souree with axial injection.
The estimated total number of ampere turns is about 50,000.
The figures 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4 showsome dimensions of the magnet.
and polefaces.
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fig. 1. 3
Azimuthal cross-section of the dee-system
sizes in mm.
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Correction coils, mounted on the hills are included for
trirnming of the

magnetic field and for cernpensatien of small

unwanted first and secend harmonie field components, to
create optimum conditions for e.g. extraction. Moreover, the
influence of the magnetic channel on the field can be
compensated.
More details of the design of the magnet can be found in (Kru 83).

fig. 1. 4

The poZe-faces of the magnet
B: hoZe for the ion souree
C:

cent re disk

D:

vaUey

H:

hiU
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1.2.2

Magnetic field measurement

The magnetic field of ILEC has been measured by means of a measuring
bench, in which the cyclotron magnet was placed. The field strenght
has been measured by a Hall-probe, that could be moved horizontally
in the central plane of the magnet.
An electronic system measures the Hall voltage and digitizes it.
A computer controls the measuring machine and the electronic system
and stores the measured data on disk and performes a Fourier analyses
on it. By means of this equipment B in the median plane was mapped
z
(Sch 84a). In the median plane Br=B =0, hence B(r,S)=B (r,S).
9
z
Preliminary measurements indicated that the magnetic field did nat
meet the requirements of isochronism due to saturation effects in
specific places of the construction (Sch 84a) .
This was corrected by milling a thin layer off the valleys and adding
shims to the hills at larger radii.
In fig 1.5 the deviation of the average field from the isochronous field
is plotted against the radius squared. The horizontal as well as the
vertical oscillation frequencies were calculated from the average field
and its Fourier components using the theory outlined in (Hag 62).
These frequencies are plotted in figs 1.6 and 1.7 respectively.

The ILEC field geometry, within the margins affered by the harmonie
trimming coils, will ensure isochronism and adequate focussing for
acceleration.
The absolute value of the average magnetic field however, is somewhat
reduced due to the saturation effects mentioned before.
With this field (1.41 T) protons can be accelerated up to 2.8 MeV.
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The acceleration of the particles in the ILEC cyclotron is performed
by two systems. A second harmonie system and a sixth harmonie

syst~m

for flattopping.
In fig 1.8 a layout is shown of the dees and resonators and the
vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber and the segment plates on the pole
faces are grounded parts of the high frequency circuit. The steel
segment plates are capper plated in order to achieve good electrical
conduction.

1.3.1

The second harmonie system

The revolution frequency f of a partiele is proportional to the
average field value B according to

f

=

_1 qB
2~

m

(1.8)

with q the charge and m the mass of the particle.

It fellows that the second harmonie frequency must be close to
43.5 MHz. For the dee-voltage an amplitude of }6 kV is aimed at.
Because of the application of the flattop principle, which asks
for phase control of the signals an amplifier system for generating
the RF-voltage was chosen in stead of a self oscillating RF-system.
The two second harmonie dees are interconnected in the cyclotron
centre and powered by one amplifier system, which is coupled
capacitively at one of the resonators near the short circuit flange.
A master oscillator generates the RF signal and a solid state
RF-amplifier coupled to a tube power amplifier brings the signal
to the resonator input voltage level of several ~5 àr 6) kV.
A control system conserves the resonance condition, symmetry
between the two dees and the absolute value of the dee voltage.
(see figures 1.8 and 1.13)
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~: secend-harmonie

drawn by P. Magendans

Dee
b:sixth-harmonic Oee
c:dummy-Dee
d:extractor
e:segmentplale (hili-sector)
f:puller
g: Ion-soureehole
f1: out er-conductor
i: inner-conductor (watercooled)
:RF

fig. 1. 8
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A full scale simplified model of the second harmonie acceleration
system has been constructed to test the electric behaviour at
reduced voltages. First tests using a variable frequency oscillator
showed that the system resonated at about 51 MHz. After lengthening
the resonators of the ultimate system the resonance frequency was
about 41 MHz. This value was still not acceptable because the
trimming plates, added near the dees, allow a fine tuning of at
most 1 MHz.
Ta solve this problem movable short circuit flanges were constructed
and put into the resonator tanks. With this coarse tuning
possibility we finally gat a proper resonance condition at the
desired frequency.
More details of the second harmonie accelerating system can be found
in chapters 2 and 3

1. 3. 2

The sixth harmonie system

In (Sch 78) a relation for the energy gain per turn of an isochronous
partiele in case of second harmonie acceleration with two dees is
derived yielding:

= 4qVsin(2a)cos(2~)

~E

with:

(1. 9)

V the amplitude of the acceleration voltage
a half the dee angle
~

the partiele phase as defined in figure 1.9

Dee
voltagel

I
hwt

-'11'

(sealed time)
h: harmonie

nWDber

fig. 1. 9
The moments of gap crossing (t 1 and t J3 indicated on
2
~
t'
the curve of the dee-voZtage for hth n~on~c acce~era
~on3
1

as a function of time

•

w: partiele

revolution
frequeney

-160

(~E

) occurs for ~=0 .
ma x
This corresponds to a crossing of the mid-dee line by the partiele
The maximum energy per turn

at the moment that the dee-voltage is zero. The energy gain per
turn depends on the phase

of the particle. In order to obtain

~

an energy spread smaller than 0.1% in the beam, the phase spread
of the particles around

~=0

0

should be less than 2.6 degrees.

(see fig 1.10 from Ste 85)

, + delta E I EIOI
2

I

Jllal

+,!i ................................................................................... .

~

(degrees)

fig. 1.10
The reZative energy spread in the beam as a fun.ction of
the particZe phase for second harmonie acceZeration

This phase dependenee is caused by the sinusoidal shape of the
acceleration voltage. To enlarge the acceptable phase spread a
rectangular voltage shape would be favourable, but is difficult
to realize in practice. This shape can be approximated, however,
by adding the third harmonie to the acceleration voltage, thus
causing flattopping of the signal. In fig. 1.11 the principle
is demonstrated.
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-18The energy gain per turn for flattop aceeleration is given by

(1.10)

with:

nd
the amplitude of the voltage on the 2
harmonie de es
the amplitude of the voltage on the 6th harmonie de es

v2
v6

a2
a6

} half the dee-angles

8

the additional phase differenee between the second and
sixth harmonie aceeleration voltages

Formula 1.10 can be rewritten as:
qV{cos(2~)

with:

V
R

-

Rcos{6(~+8)}}/(1-R)

(1.11)

= 4V 2 sin(2a 2 ) - 4V 6 sin(6a 6 )
= {v6 sin(6a 6 )}/{v 2 sin(2a 2 )}

In ILEC the sixth harmonie dees have no influence on the first
few turns due to the lack of spaee in the centre. Therefore formula
1.9 should be used for the first few turns and fomula 1.11 for
the other turns.
This effect can also be incorporated by replacing R and V with
new

1

effective 1 values Reff and Veff. (which are found empirically; Ste 85)

For Reff = 0.1168 and 8 = 0.193° the allowable phase width for
at most 0.1% energy spread in the beam is 18.2 degrees, as
demonstrated in figure 1.12

•.5
0 ....... .

·.5

·2~----+---------------------------~--~
-15.0
1~.0
0
~ (degrees)

fig. 1.12
The reZative energy spread in the acceZerate.d beam
as a function of the partiele phase for fïat top
acceZeration. (E

start

=200

keV., Ef.

7

~nav

=2. 8 MeV)
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when Reff or 8 differs from these values, the gain in phase width
is reduced strongly. An analysis of the effect of different Reff
and 8 learned that the amplitude ratio Reff should be stable within
1% and the phase 8 within 0.1 degree of the secend harmonie signal. (Ste 85)
For applying the flattop principle great care has to be taken on the
amplitude and phase stability of the sixth harmonie system. Same
details on the practical design and construction until this date are
outlined below.

As stated befare the flattop signal will be fed into two separated
resonator and dee systems. The principle of the sixth harmonie
RF-system is quite similar to the secend harmonie one (see fig 1.13)
except for the frequency multiplier, voltage controlled phase
shifter and the phase controller. These parts, which asked for a
careful design because of stability, are build with the application
of a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) circuit. A PLL contains four subsystems
(fig 1.14)
1) A phase detector
2) A loop filter or regulator
3) A voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), whose frequency
is controlled by an external voltage.
4) A frequency divider, dividing its input frequency by a constant (N).

The phase detector ccmpares the phase of a periadie input signal with
the phase of the frequency divided, VCO signal. The output voltage
of the phase detector is proportional to the phase difference between
its input signals. Its output voltage is filtered by a loop filterregulator and then passed on to the VCO. This control voltage on the
VCO changes its frequency in a direction that reduces the measured
phase difference between the input and the local oscillator (VCO)
signal
When the loop is 'locked', the VCO cont.rol voltage is such that the
divided VCO frequency equals the input frequency. For each cycle
of the input signal there are N, and only N, cycles of the VCO
output signal, which is the PLL output.
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fig 1.14
The PLL as used in the sixth harmonie control system.

A sine detector is used to campare the phases of the input and VCO
signal. Its principle is given in fig. 1.15
In the loop filter a PI regulator is used to obtain a static phase
shift.
More details on this control system can be found in (Din 86)
The amplifiers which deliver the regulated signal of 130 MHz
and about 200 W, will probably be bought, while the sixth harmonie
resonators and dees are still in design.
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fig 1.15
Principle of a sine detector.
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Electric field measurements and calculations in the centre

The electric field in the centre of the cyclotron at several
gap crossings has been measured in a 2:1 scale magnetic analogon
model of the ILEC central region. This model was placed in the
magnetic field measuring bench. In consequence of preliminary
measurements (Jut 83) the central region geometry has been
modified in order to improve the axial focussing properties.
After these modifications new measurements were carried out (Jan 85)
Besides these measurements calculations were carried out by means
of a numerical program (Relax 3D), which solves the Laplace
equation in three dimensions for a given geometry (Akk 86)
In figure 1.16 the centre-geometry of ILEC is showed on a 1:1 scale.
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\
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fig. 1.16
Cent re geometry of ILEC
1: Ion souree

2: PuUer

3: De es

4: DUI17J1TY dE es
6: Correction pieces

5: Hills

5 cm

-23With the program Relax 3D also plots of the centre-geometry with
equipotential lines are made.
The figures 1.18 a/b give two situations around the ionsouree
and puller with and without correction pieces on the dummy-dees.
Influences of changes at the centre-geometry can be calculated
rather easily with this methad and the results can be used in a
numerical orbit integration program.

fig l.lBa

EquipotentiaZ Zines in the median pZane around the ion souree
and puZZer I.Jithout correction pieces

fig 1.18b

EquipotentiaZ Zines with correction pieces

1---·-----5 cm

-24Figure 1.17 shows for the dee-gapcrossing, indicated in fig. 1.16
by A, the calculated and measured field-strenghts.

The x-component is parallel and the y-component normal to the gap.
These components are given in the median plane and the z-component
3 mm. above the median plane.
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fig. 1.17
The caZculated (Zeft and
measured (right) eZectricaZ
fie Zds for the dee-gaparossing
indicated by A in fig. 1.16
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We can see a good agreement between the two results and it is
confirmed that the

y-component of the field can, in good

approximation, be represented by a Gaussian profile. A deviation
of the symmetry in the profiles, which can be seen in both
figures, is due to the influence of the puller and the opposite
gaps
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The ion souree

For the ILEC ion souree we choose for a self heated cathode PIG
souree (PIG stands for Penning or Philips Ionisation Gauge) . This
source, which is of the Bennet type, (Ben 69) can be axially mounted through
a hole in the yoke so the ions will be produced in the cyclotron
centre. Radially mounted ion-sourees are difficult to construct
for ILEC because of lack of space.

In figure 1.19 the general geometry of the electrades producing
a PIG discharge is given.

anode

cathode~~~----------------__j
fig. 1.19
A schematic layout of the PIG souree

The electrons, leaving the cathode, which is on a negative potential,
are accelerated by the potential difference between the cathode and
the grounded anode. The axial magnetic field prevents the electrans
from reaching the anode, so they are reflected by the opposite
cathode. Thus the electrans will oscillate through the gas in the
ion source, increasing the propability for ionisation. The gas
-3
pressure can be as low as 10
torr, offering good prospects for
use in a cyclotron.

-26In this type of sourees the

cathodes are heated by the discharge

itself. Ignition of the souree is accomplished by a voltage between
1 and 3 kV. Under operating conditions the are voltage will be
about 160 Volts
The ILEC souree and its positioning in the magnet is shown in
figure 1.20. More details on the souree are given in (Sch 84b)

gas
inlet

yoke

magnet pole

.-. / ·./
-:-1--1--segment plate
_lo.l1!,........-"=:'-z::====:--c==:::::t--cathode

fig. 1. 20
The ILEC ion souree plaaed in the magnet
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The rectangular vacuum chamber as shown in figure 1.1 is made of
aluminium. It consists of a bottom- and a topplate, mounted around
the magnet poles, and a single piece side-wall. In the bottemplate
a circular opening is left out for the oil-diffusion pump.
Vacuum sealing is accomplished at all places with rubber 0-rings.
The main dimensions of the chamber are given in table 1.
The two secend harmonie resonator tanks are attached to one of the
shorter sidewalls of the chamber. In order to avoid the need for
two high voltage feedthroughs these tanks are also evacuated.
Only one electric feedthrough is needed at the RF-coupling point.
The resonator tanks for the sixth harmonie acceleration voltage
lie completely inside the vacuumchamber.
The evacuation is accomplished by a 1500 1/sec (for air) oil diffusion
3
pump and a 20 m /h rotary pump. If necessary in the final setup
two additional pumps can be coupled to flanges on the resonator tanks.
-5

The werking pressure is about 10
7
of 3.10- torr without gas-inlet.

torr. First tests showed a pressure
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For extraction of the beam out of the cyclotron we will use an
electrastatic deflector, which consists of a grounded so called
septurn and an electrode on a negative potential of about 40 kV. (Reg 86)
By the electric field, normal to the beam, at a radius of about
17 cm, the beam is extracted out of the main magnetic field.
In figure 1.21 a drawingis given of the extractor.

fig 1.21
Drawing of the extractor.
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After passing through the extraeter the beam will diverge rather
strongly in radial direction due to the fringe magnetic field.
For compensating this defocussing effect a magnetic channel
will be placed behind the extractor.
This channel consistsof several iron bars (see fig. 1.22) and
causes a strong field gradient opposite to the gradient of the
fringe field. The iron bars will be mounted inside one of the
second harmonie dees. A serious problem arises from the farces
of the magnetic field on the iron pieces, by which the dee-plates
would be pulled out of position.
To solve this problem we probably will place a dummy channel at
the opposite dee-plates so that the two dees are kept at the right
place.
More details on the magnetic channel can be found in (Reg 86)
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fig 1.22
Radial cross-section of the magnetic channel with
its produced field (1) and its field gradient (2)
calculated properties.
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After extraction of the beam out of the cyclotron it will be
transported via a main beamline and a switching magnet to one
of the experimental stations
Several quadrupale magnets will be placed in the main beamline
for focussing and some dipoles for correcting small errors in
direction and position.
In the presently proposed design the switching magnet will have
circular pole faces with maximum bending angles of 60 degrees.
A homogeneaus magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla will be applied
between the polefaces, which have a radius of approximately
96 mm.

(Put 86)
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For operating and cantrolling the machine a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) is used as a central unit. With this PLC, in
fact a simple computer, power supplies, vacuumpumps and many
other functions, can be started up automatically and switched
off when errors occur.

A PLC contains a number of inputs, outputs, timers and counters.
Logically an input is a status bit that can be either high (>16 Volt)
or low (<16 Volt), taking the value 1 resp. 0
The voltage at the input can be determined e.g. by the position
of a switch on the control panel or by the signal of an errordetector somewhere in the system. Via the outputs, which can be
either analog or digital, the connected parts can be operated.
Timers can be used to activate an output for a certain period of
time, while counters are used to registrate the numbers of activation
of an input.
The PLC contains a RAM-memory including the program. The program
determines for each output whether the status will be 0 or 1
depending on the status of relevant other outputs,inputs,timers
or counters.

When applying a PLC one has a great flexibility in operating
machine functions, either by hand or automatically, and the PLC
can still be used in the future when a larger computer is connected.
Also for this reason, the digital displays on the operating panel
are provided with an output for conneetion to a computer.
The philosophy behind this design lies in the fact that we plan
total computer control in the future, but in this stage of the
project we want to be able to operate a lot of functions by hand.
After careful camparing of three different types of PLC's we have
choosen for a Sirnatie S5-115U PLC-system. Moreover, this system
is also used at KFA Jülich, so experiences can be exchanged easily.
The operating system will be mounted in a desk, which consists of
five 19 inch panels, 25 inch high. The first panel contains the PLC
In the second and third panel displays,switches and buttons for direct
control will be mounted, while the last two panels are reserved for
computer monitors and the operating system of the new to build
starage ring.
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In

L~is

THE ILEC 2nd HARMONIC ACCELERATING AND RF SYSTEM

chapter we will describe some aspects on the second harmonie

accelerating and RF system as designed and constructed during
earlier work and as brouqht to a more final state during this work.
The discussion of the experiments is postponed to chapter 3.
Figure 2. 1 gi ves a blockscheme of the second harmonie system.
The various parts will be discussed in more detail in the
following sections.
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The first part of the system is the digitally programmable frequency
synthesizer. In this synthesizer a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is
applied as a frequency multiplier. This PLL multiplies the 1 kHz
reference frequency generated by a quartz oscillator. The multiplication
factor can be choosen between 43,000 and 43,990 in steps of ten,
giving a frequency range between 43 and 44 MHz, with a stability
7
better than 10- . The principle of a PLL is allready outlined in
sectien 1.3

REFERENCE
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~u tput
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~~
~ç~~l e

divider

~data input
fig. 2.2
Block scheme of the PLL frequency synthesizer

For the adjustment of the dee voltage to the desired level a voltage
controlled PIN-diode attenuator is included in the system. With
this attenuator we have a dynamic range of about 30 dB.

fig 2.1

After passage through the PIN-diode the output power of the
synthesizer lies in the range from 0.01 to 5 mW. A three stage
transistor RF power amplifier amplifies this signal to a maximum
of 100 Watt output power into 50 Ohms. The output power of the
transistor is delivered to the tube RF power amplifier.
The three transistor amplifier stages all have the same basic
layout as sho\m in fig. 2.3
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JYg. 2.3

A transistor RF power amplifier circuit

In the first stage a CTC A 3-12 transistor amplifies the input power
to at most 300-400 mw. In the next stage a BLY 88c amplifies this
signal to 8-9 w and finally a BLW 77 (Philips)

a~plifies

the

signal to at most 100 W into 50 Ohms.
More details on the synthesizer and the pre-amplifiers can be found
in (Ste 85a, Din 84, Din 85)
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2.2.1

The tube RF power AmPlifier
--------------------~------

The choice of the tube

To reach the desired voltage level at the dees, the amplifier output
voltage must be about 5 kV. When the circuit is at resonance this
voltage will be transformed up toa dee voltage of 36 kV. Since
the resonators and dees are nat ideal we have to deal with power
losses. Measurements at the model (see chapter 1) showed a necessary
input power of several (5-10) kW.
Because it is quite difficult or even nat possible to generate the
power with transistor amplifiers the

a~plication

of a RF power tube

is necessary. For our application triodes and tetrades are available.

A triode has some different aspects over a tetrode (Ter 55). Firstly it
has to deal with a fairly large influence of the plate voltage on the
plate current indicating a rather low dynamic plate resistance.
Secondly, for RF signals, a relatively large capacitive coupling
between the plate and the control grid is present.
When using a triode in a self-oscillating system, like we have at the
Eindhoven 30 MeV Philips cyclotron, these properties are applied
in a proper way.
In general a triode enlarges the possibility of unwanted oscillations.
Moreover toa much RF power at the tube input would be required, so
we choose for a tetrode tube.
In a tetrode an additional grid, the screen grid, is placed between

the control grid and the plate, which operates at a relatively
large potential positive to the cathode. For RF-signals this grid
is grounded, so it eliminates the capacity between the control grid
and the plate and also the influence of

t~e

plate voltage on the

plate current to a great extent. With a tetrode a high amplification
factor with little coupling between the plate and control grid
circuits is possible. To realize this, however, much attention must
be paid to the grounding of

t~e

screen grid for RF signals.

-36A limitation of a tetrode with respect to a triode is the reduction
of the maximum plate peak RF-voltage to a lower level because of the
voltage of the screen grid. When the plate voltage is less positive
than the screen voltage secondary electrons, emitted by the plate,
are attracted to the screen. So the screen grid current and power
dissipation increase and may destroy the tube.

We have choosen for an Eimac 4CW 10,000 RF power tetrode, capable of
delivering 16 kW output power in class AB, linear amplifier, operation.
The significatien of the classes of eperation of an amplifier with
respect to the applicability is discussed in the appendix.

2.2.2

General characteristics of tetrode tubes.

For a class AB tetrode amplifier in a grounded cathode configuration
the typical voltage, current and power relations are given in fig. 2.5
For eperating the tube the de voltages must be choosen by means of the
constant current characteristics. These show the control grid de
voltage as a function of the plate voltage at constant currents of
the plate and grid circuits and at a constant screen grid voltage.
In fig 2.4 an illustration is given of the constant current characteristics
tagether with the so called eperation line and the input and output
signal for a class AB amplifier.

0

---••Van

fig. 2.4
Constant aurrent aharaateristias with input and output
signal for a alass AB amplifier

-37The operation line is defined by the two points A and G (fig 2.4)
The position of point A follows from the minimum plate voltage, that
should not submerge the screen grid voltage for reasans mentioned
before, and the peak plate current.
This current can be calculated using the methad outlined in (Ter 55 and
Ste 85b)
From point A the peak control grid voltage is obtained.
Point G is defined by the maximum plate voltage, as specified by
the tube manufactorer, and the control grid bias de-voltage.
From the operation line the plate current cutoff (point H) and the
angle of current flow (6 ) can be obtained easily.
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2.2.3

Scheme of the amplifier

The scheme of the amplifier as constructed during this work is
given in figure 2.6. The different circuits are now discussed in
more detail.
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fig. 2.6
Scheme of the ILEC tube RF power ampLifier

The catbode-filament circuit
The amplifier has a grounded cathode configuration, via a meter shunt
for measuring the tube de current. For RF signals the cathode is
grounded by two mica capacitors (about 1 nF). To prevent the leakage
of residual RF signals on the cathode to the filament supply, it is
connected via two RF coils. The thoriated tungsten filament is
powered by a de supply capable todeliver 75 A at 7.5 Volt
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The RF input signal, delivered by the

oscillator and pre-amplifiers,

is connected to the control grid via an impedance matching circuit.
This circuit, discussed in more detail in chapter 3, transfarms the
50 Ohms input impedance to about 400 Ohms at the control grid .
The value of 400 Ohms has been chosen to avoid unwanted oscillations
of the amplifier (Ste 85 a/b) . When the tube is eperating in class
AB the de control grid voltage is allways negative, hence no control
grid current will flow and no input power is required. The input
power delivered by the pre-amplifier is dissipated in two carborundum
resistors.
The de-bias supply is connected to the control grid of the tube via
a radio frequency choke (RFC) , offering a high impedance to RF-signals
Capacitor

c 10 is fairly large and offers therefore a good suppression

of LF (low frequency, several MHz) signals at the control grid, thus
preventing LF oscillations of the amplifier.

The grid is grounded for RF-signals by a special plate capacitor
which consists of three silver plated capper rings with 0.25 mm
teflon isolation foil sandwiched in between. The upper and lower
rings are grounded while the ring in the middle is connected to the
screen grid. Special attention had to be paid to the assembly
of the sandwich construction. When taking the foil too thin or when
air bubbles are enclosed the capacitor will not hold the high de
voltage (about 1.5 kV). A more thick foil will increase the
impedance for RF signals, so the grounding is not sufficient.
With a 0.25 mm foil the rings forma capacitor of approximately
1 nF which leads to an impedance for our frequency of about 3 Ohms.
The capacitors

c 7 and c 8 and the carbon resistor R4 are added

for grounding of LF signals. The RFC choke avoids very high
frequency oscillations and bleeks the leakage of residual RF
signals to the screen grid de supply.
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The olate circuit consists of the second harmonie resonator and dee
system, a coupling capacitor, the tube output capacitance and a
filter through which the de voltage is supplied.
The filter, composed of feedthrough capacitors and inductors
suppresses RF signal leakage to the de supply and avoids interterences
via the supply cables.
The coupling capacitor c

16

offers a low impedance at the working

frequency and is added for dc-blocking.
The capacitor c

11

is again added for groundinq of LF signals.

The inductors, made of copper tube are all silver plated to ensure
a good electrical conduction.

The valve has an integral water jacket and is cooled by a water
flow of approximately 20 1/min, which is sufficient for an anode
dissipation of 10 kW.
Forced air cooling of the base, the input circuit and the carborundum
resistors is applied by means of several blowers.

The amplifier is mounted in a closed aluminium cabinet divided into
several compartments (fig 2.7)

1

5

2

4
3

6

fig. 2.?
compartments of the amplifier cabinet

-41The tube is mounted in the compartments 4 and 5 with the anode
down and the screen grid qrounding capacitor as 9artition.
The compartments 1,2 and 3 contain the plate circuit filter with
feedthrough capacitors at the partition-plates.
Campartment 5 contains the elements of the input and grid circuits
as wellas the inductors in the filament supply leads.
Two blowers for air cooling are mounted at the top-plate of the
cabinet, directing an airflow at the tube base and the resistors.
A third blower

~ounted

in the back-wall of campartment 6, sucks

the air along the tube, via a grating in the bottamplate of
campartment 4. In campartment 6, the water hose for cooling of
the anode, is rolled around a cylindric barrel to increase its
lenght, thus increasing its impedance and suppressinq in this way
the leakage of DC and RF signals.

The wall plates of the cabinet are put tagether with capper tape
in between for a good conduction, suppressing the electromagnetic
radiation outside the cabinet to a level less than a few milliwatts.
The coupling capacitor is fitted in the back-side of the cabinet,
which is directly mounted at one of the flanges of a resonator tank.
The capacitor is connected via a high voltage vacuum feedthrough
and a capper strip to the inner conductor.
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Resonator tanks and dees

The output signal of the tube amplifier is delivered to the
accelerating system, which consistsof the resonators and dees.
This system can be described as a transmission line, characterised
by a capacitance C, an inductance L, a resistance R and a conductance
G, per unit lenght.
The differential equations for the voltages and currents on such a
line as a function of time and position are given by
Ov

Ri + Lai

( 2. 1)

ai
- - = Gv + cav
ax
at

(2. 2)

-a=
x

at

By substituting a forward and backward travelling wave of frequency w
in these equations, the wave number k and the impedance z

0

can be

calculated, giving

k

wl (LC)

I

,

(2. 3)

(L/C)

where R and G are neglected.
Furthermore the voltages and currents for a standing wave, which
follows from the superposition of a forward and backward traveling
wave, are calculated, leadinq to
v(x,t) = (Aejkx + Be-jkx)ejwt = V(x)ejwt

i (x, t)

A) jkx
B )e-jkx}ejwt
= {( -- e
+ (-

zo

zo

=

I(x)e jwt

( 2. 4)

( 2. 5)

with A and B the amplitudes of the two waves.

When the voltage V and the current I are known at a position x=x
of the line, they can be calculated at any other position using
the matrix equation: (Ter 55)

=

cos (kl)
( -(j/Z )sin(kl)
0

-jz 0 sin(kl)) x
cos(kl)

where 1 is the distance between the two positions (l=x -x )
2 1

1

-43The ILEC accelerating system is designed and constructed as two
quarter wave lines, having the dee as an open end, while the short
circuit flange appears as the closed end.
In resonance the voltages and currents along this line behave as
depicted in fig. 2. 8
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In an equivalent description the quarter wave system can be seen as
a parallel resonant circuit consisting of inductors, capacitors
and resistors
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-44For resonance the impedance should be purely resistive. When the
amplifier is coupled, however, it must be tuned somewhat inductive
to compensate for the tube output caoacitance C

OU

figure 2.10
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R·I

fig. 2.10
The resonant circuit with the amplifier coupled

t as shown in
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In the second harmonie RF system three control functions are included:

1. Frequency tuning for conservation of the resonance condition
in the tube plate circuit.
2. Amplitude control for maintaininq a constant voltage level
at the dees
3. Symmetry control for obtaining a symmetrie voltage
distribution at bath dees.

Frequency tuning

Maximum output power of the RF power tube and therefore a maximum
dee voltage level is ensured when the plate circuit is resonant.
If it is nat part of the signal is reflected (Ter 55 and ch.3),
which leads to an increased internal power dissipation in the tube.
Moreover, the required dee voltage may nat be

reac~ed.

In a resonant

situation the phase difference between the amplifier input and output
signal will be 180 degrees (see fig. 2.5). These signals are measured
by means of piek-up capacitors at the control grid and the anode
and fed into a circuit (fig 2.11), which gives a de output voltage
proportional to the phase difference.
The output of this circuit is linked with the two step motors, which
move the trimminqplates in the samedirection to obtain resonance.

signaZs:

1
2

cos(wt+~ J

1

-cos(wt+~ J

2

fig. 2.11
Circuit for frequency tuning

-46Amolitude control

For the amplitude control the dee voltages are measured with two
piek-ups, each placed near one of the two dees. After DC conversion,
half the sum of these voltages is compared with a reference value.
From the difference between the last two signals a PI- regulator
controls the PIN-diode in the pre-amplifier such that the two are
equal.
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resonators
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piek up
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la tor

capacitors

+

fig. 2.12
Scheme of amplitude control
Symmetry control

The voltage distribution over the two resonators and dees should
be symmetrie around the cyclotron centre to ensure stable acceleration
and avoid high currents at the coupling point of the dees.
An asymmetrie situation occurs for instanee due to the position of
the ion souree and the asymmetrie couplinq of the amplifier. The
magnetic channel and the internal target can also be of influence.
From the difference between the two measured dee voltages a signal
is deduced which moves the two trimming plates in the opposite
direction to obtain a symmetrie situation.
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dees

&

resonators

window

fig 2.13
Scheme of symmetry control
An asymmetrie voltage distribution on the line is shown in figure 2.14
where the trimmingplates are added as variable capacitors.
dee 1

dee 2

fig 2.14
Schematic representation of an asymmetrie voltage distribution
a: cyclotron centre
In this case is

v2

b: short circuit flange
>

v1

which means

for t.he effective capacitances
situation

c1

<

·c 2 • To obtain a symmetrie

c 1 should be enlarged, thus the trimmingplate 1 is to be

moved towards the dee. To conserve the resonance condition the
total capacitance should remain constant, which means that in this
situation the trimmingplate 2 is to be moved from the dee.

More details on the design and construction of the control system
can be found in (Dri 84) and (Kon 86).
Same adaptions of this system are described in chapter 3 of this report.
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3.1

EXPERIENCES WITH THE SECOND

HAffi~ONIC

SYSTEM

Introduetion

In this chapter we will describe some of the experiments which have
been carried out with

~~e 2nd harmonie system. The RF power amplifier,

the vacuum chamber, the dees and the resonators, as designed during
earlier work, became available for the experimental tests in this
period.
All the experiments were done without the presence of the magnetic
field. Since this field has an isolating effect, perpendicular to the
static field lines, the supplied RF power had to be limited to a lower
level. A dee-voltage of several kilovolts is obtained, however, having
almast atmospheric pressure in the vacuum chamber.
After assembling the machine in its final set-up, with the presence
of the magnetic field, the tests at full power have to be carried out.

The resonator quality and the conditions for resonance are considered
insection 3.2.
Adjustments of the amplifier will be presented in sections 3.3 and 3.4
In 3.5 we go into the control system and discuss some of the adaptions
which have been made.
Finally some remarks are given on the multipactoring and sparking effects
which occur in certain conditions.
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3.2

Resonator measurements

Important properties of the resonators are the resonance frequency
and the circuit quality indicated by the Q-value.
The circuit Q for a resonator can be defined as (Ter 55)

Q = 2rr

energy s tored
-

( 3. 1)

energy lost per cycle
or when the resonator and dee-system are considered as a parallel
LC circuit (see ch2)

(3.2)

with w the resonance frequency
0
The resonance frequency and the Q-value can be measured in several ways.
we therefore consider the magnitude and phase angle of the impedance
of a parallel circuit (fig. 3.1 a/b).

-,

I1

frequency

frequency

fig 3.1 a/b

Magnitude and phase angZe of the impeda:nce of a
paraZ Ze Z circuit
1: infinite Q 2: high Q

3: Zow Q
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When a voltage is applied to the circuit, at low frequencies, the
inductive branch draws a large lagging current while the leading
current of the capacitive branch is small, resulting in a large
lagging circuit current and a low lagging circuit impedance. At
high frequencies, the inductance has a high reaetanee compared
with the capacitance resulting in the opposite situation. In
between these two extremes we find the resonance frequency where
the lagging and the leading current neutralize, leaving only a small
resultant in phase current flowing in the line. The impedance of the
parallel circuit will then be a high resistance as shown in fig 3.1a

With a variable frequency generator a signal is applied to the
resonators giving maximum dee-voltage at the resonance frequency w

0

(see fig. 3. 2)
V

dee

ma x

frequency

....

---~

fig 3. 2 Measurement of resonance frequency and
bandWidth of a

reson~tor.

When the dee-voltage equals

1/12 times its maximum value or at 3 dB

decreasing we find the band-width of the resonator

~w

from which Q

can be obtained using

w
Q

=

~w

( 3. 3)

The bandwidth can also be obtained by measuring the phase of the
applied signal (fig3.lb). It is obvious that the resonance frequency
has a zero degree phase while the 3 dB points have phases of ±45°
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In figure 3.3 a/b the schemes are given to measure the resonance
frequency and the Q-value according to these two principles.
Note that the RF vector impedance meter includes a variable
frequency generator.

dees &
resonators

piek up

c .............._....,__ _

.

.,..,...- coupling C
-r

I

DC

conv

---,-.~

...--., .....,_

'-r-

LJ
volt

oscillo

variable

freq.

meter

scoop

freq. gen.

counter

dees &
resonators
_L

T
RF vector

impedance

coupling C

Hl
freq.

counter

meter

fig 3.3 a/b
Setups to measure

~sonance

frequency and Q-value.

-52Keeping in mind the average value of the magnetic field and formula (1.8)
the resonance frequency should be about 43.5 MHz. From measurements
on the model of the resonator tanks it turned out that the resonance
frequency was too high (about 51 MHz), which could not be corrected
by the trimmingplates. These allow a maximum tuning range of 1 MHz.
To reduce the frequency the resonatortanks had to be lengthened.

The resonance frequency of the new definite system was still not
within the range of the trimmingplates. We got 41 MHz as a maximum
achievable resonance frequency, from whi.ch we can conclude that the
lengthening was choosen too large.

Several possibilities have been considered to solve this problem.
At first we could reduce the main magnetic field and adapt the
oscillator and pre-amplifiers to a lower frequency. The energy of
the extracted beam would be reduced to a lower level also, although
this could be accepted. The magnetic field, however, would no longer
meet the conditions of isochronism when a lower current should be
applied to the main magnetic field coils. Moreover, the pre-amplifiers
had to be adapted fairly extensively so we renounced this possibility.

By a shortening of the resonator tanks the frequency could be increased
again but that would ask once more for a great effort of the mechanical
workshop.

As a salution we have chosen for a construction applying movable
short circuit flanges inside the resonator tanks leaving the existing
construction as it was.
In figure 3.4 a drawing is given of the new situation. The short can
be moved by hand through one of the upper flanges of a tank. Wi th
a range in position of 20 mm we have a frequency range of about 2 MHz.
From the drawing i t can be seen that r.his range is limi ted by the
position of the flanges in the outer conductor.
Wi th this construction the resonance frequency of 43.5 MHz is obtained
with a measured Q-value of approximately 2000

/

"-- .../

I

fig J. 4
DrCllUing of the movahl-e short circuit fl,ange
insidE the resonator tank
70: handl-e for displacement
?9: contact point
81: fl,exibl-e strap
85: threadbar

t---.

-54Some problems may arise in this construction consictering the high
current in the short circuit flange (about 600 A)

The temperature of the short will increase due to power dissipation
and the heat transport to the surroundings could be insufficient.
The heat should be removed via the three

~~readbars

by which the

new short is connected to the existing flange. Only a small amount
of heat will flow through the silver contactpoints to the water
caoled innerconductors.
When from the final tests at full power .the exact position of the
short is found, the heat transport can be increased by placing
capper blocks between the two flanges or by making an extra conneetion
to the inner conductor.

A second problem, that should be taken care of, is the conduction of
the current through the contact points and the small flexible straps.
On the cicumference of the inner conductor there are mounted 24 of these
contactpoints, which leads to a current of about 25 A per point.
At the re-assembling care has to be taken that all the points will
ensure a good mechanical contact.
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3.3.1

The input circuit

The signal delivered by the oscillator and pre-amplifier is supplied
to the control grid via an impedance matching circuit (fig 3.5a)

L

,.....,,....,~

I

I

6------t''''

fig J.Sa Input circuit

With this circuit the 50 Q input impedance is transformed up to 400 Q
at the control grid. This value has been chosen by the designer to
avoid unwanted oscillations (Ste 85)
The circuit actually consists of two L-networks for impedance matching
(Len 74). We applied an L-network which consistsof an inductance and
two capacitances, where the input and output impedances have to be
purely resisti ve fig 3. Sb)

c
in

out

1
fig J.Sb

r
The appZied L-network
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The tube input capacitance CT, capacitor

c2 and inductor L build

3
tagether a parallel LC circuit, which at resonance transfarms the

input signal to a desired level. The capacitance is adjustable with
the trimmer

c2 • Since in class AB no control grid current flows

and no input power is required, the amplitude of the input signal
can be increased easily.

The first L-network, transforming the 50 Q input impedance to 400 Q
at the tube, is formed by L ,
1
to the parallel LC-circuit.

c 1 and part of c 2 , which also belongs

The second network is formed by inductor L and only one capacitance
2
which is part of c • It transfarms the 400 Q impedance at the tube
2
back to 50 n. At its output the two carborundum resistors, offering
an impedance of 50

n, will dissipate the power of the pre-amplifier.

c5 is added to enable DC-biasing of the control grid. For
RF-signals its impedance is neglectable. Capacitor c , which is also
3

Capacitor

neglectable for RF-signals, is added for grounding of inductor L
3
Finally the radio frequency choke (RFC) prevents the leakage of RF-signals
to the control grid DC-supply while capacitor
frequency signals

c 4 will short the low

-573.3.2

Voltage standing wave ratio

Maximum energy transfer is guaranteed when the impedances of the
source, the transmission line and the laad are equal. When the input
and output circuits of the different systems are correctly matched,
there will be a traveling wave through the connecting cables. If part
of the signal is reflected, this gives rise to a standing wave on the
line. In fig. 3.6 the voltage distribution on a line is given for two
extreme situations.

(traveling wave)

(standing wave)

R

a

fig 3.6 a/b

=

oo

Voltage amplitude distribution on a line

The character of the voltage distribution can be conveniently described
by the ratio of the maximum amplitude to the minimum amplitude on the line
This quantity, the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is éXpressed by

VSWR = V
/V .
max mJ.n
From fig. 3.6 a/b it is obvious that this ratio can take a value between
one and infinite.

For VSWR measurements we used a bid&rectional coupler, inserted in the
transmission line to the power amplifier input. This coupler offers
the possibility to monitor the level of the forward and the reflected
wave on the line separately. The input and output circuits, which have
to be coupled must be tuned to a VSWR as close as possible to one, which
ensures maximum energy transfer.
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The 500 Volts screen grid adjustment

For the operatien of the tube RF power amplifier we have at our diposal
the following power supplies

filament

Hewlett Packard

HP 6260 B

100 A, 10 Volts
control grid

Van der Heem 8619
400 Volts, 200 mA

screen grid

Philips PE 4831
500 Volts, 300"mA

anode

Heinziger

HN 7500-3.2 pos.

7.5 kVolts, 3.2 A
The screen grid power supply, giving a maximum output voltage of 500 Volts,
forms a limitation in eperating the amplifier. For operatien in class AB
with the available input power, a higher screen grid voltage is necessary
in order to obtain the desired output power.
Nevertheless, some experiments at a low output power level have been
performed using the 500 Volts supply.
With the present screen grid voltage, operatien in class C is possible,
but then a larger amount of input power is needed at the control grid.
Moreover, control grid current will flow, which leads to an incorrectly
matched input circuit. This has been designed under the assumption of zero
control grid current.
With our setting of the supply voltages, and at a certain input power
level (see tabel) , distortien of the signal on the dees was observed
Simultaneously the voltage standing wave ratio in the line between the
pre-amplifier and the tube increased considerably. The signal became
sinusoidal again when the control grid oe-voltage was turned more
negative.

filament

70 A

screen grid

500 Volts

plate

6000 Volts.

control grid

-100 Volts

input power

1 - 50 Watt

VSWR

1.1 - 3

7.5 Volts
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A possible explanation of these phenomena is the fact that the peak
control grid voltage became positive during a certain part of the cycle.
The resonance condition of the input circuit was lost during that time
leading to the distartion of the output signal and an increasing VSWR
in the input transmission line.

For the adjustment in class AB linear amplifier eperation a screen grid
voltage of 1.5 kV will be needed, as outlined in the next section.

3.3.4

Adjustment

for eperation at full power

In this sectien we will give the possible adjustments of the amplifier
for a laad RL of 2.5 kQ. To ensure maximum output power of our tube
a 1.5 kV screen grid voltage must be applied. With the plate De-voltage
of 7 kV the maximum peak RF-voltage will be 5.5 kV

The output power to the laad is:

The peak RF output current is calculated from

=

2.2 A

For operatien in class AB we choose a plate opening angle

ep

0

of 240 •

From (Ter 55 and Ste85b) we find the ratio of the RF output current,
being the first harmonie in the pulsed plate current, to the peak
plate current I

leading to I

m

m

=

to be

4.3 A

From the combination of I

m

and the minimal plate voltage (1.5 kV)

we find the point A in the constant current characteristics
(see eh 2 and fig 3.7)
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This point A gives the maximum value of the control grid voltage

V

cg

(max)

=

-140 V

To find the adjustment of the control grid De-voltage we use the
formulas:(Ste 85b)

V

and

V

cg

cg

Vcg (max) - VCU tt 0 ff

=

1 -

(0)

=

V

sin(~/2

+ 8 /2)

(max)

V

cg

p

cg

-61where V
V

V

cg

is the control grid DC-voltage

(0)

is the control grid RF-voltage

cg
cutoff

is the plate current cutoff control voltage

-500 V we find

With Vcuto ff
v

Wi th the 400

=

cg
SG

240 V and V (0)
cg

380 V

input impedance the required input power then amounts

to 72 Watts which can be supplied by the transistor RF power amplifier

The amplifier efficiency may be calculated when the power input from
the DC-supply of the plate is known. The ratio of DC-current to peak
current at the plate is 0.355 (Ste 85b) which leads to

1. 53 A

=

and

10.7 kW

The amplifier efficiency is the ratio of (RF) output power to
(DC) input power

n

=

=

0.56

which is typical for a class AB amplifier.

The power dissipation at the plate is Poe - PRF

p (diss)

=

4.7 kW

which is well below the maximum plate dissipation rating of 10 kW

When the laad impedance differs from the value used here, or when
another angle of current flow will be choosen, the adjustments will
have to be changed in an appropiate way.
For a goed understanding we mention that the values used in this
adjustment, are maximum values.
Depending on the Q-value and the coupling point
be changed also as outlined in the next section.

L~e

adjustments can
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A variable which has not yet been considered, is the position of the
coupling point in the resonator. This is the distance x from the
short circuit flange, where the amplifier output is coupled to the
innerconductor.
The input impedance of the resonator tanks as well as the input
voltage necessary to reach the required voltage on the dees, are
functions of the coupling point position.
This can be expressed by

V.

=

Vd sin(2rrx/À)
ee

z.

=

zd tan(2rrx/À)
ee

~n

~n

with

x

the distance from the short

À

the wave length of the signal

These relations can be linearised, since x is small with respect to À.

At a certain position there is a minimal value of the necessary
amplifier RF power, which is a function of the Q-value.
This position corresponds to correct impedance matching between
souree and load and hence to maximum efficiency of power transfer.
To visualize these quantities we can give the possible combinations
of RF plate voltage and current, needed for a dee-voltage of 36 kV,
as a function of both x and Q (fig 3.8)

Q

V(kK)
4
3

2

a

2000

b

1000

c

800

d

700

e

600

Q

1

2

3

4

fig 3.8
Possible combinations of RF plate voltage and RF output current

-63The curves in this diagram, showing the output voltage as a function of
current and constant Q-values are obtained by variation of x.
The arrows indicate increasing x and Q-values.
The diagram finds its limits in the tube characteristics which
means that in our case a minimum Q-value of 570 is required for
running the machine with the available tube.

We note that the quantities presented here are obtained from
measurements and calculations on the model RF-system (Nun 86)
and hence only act as an example. The optimum position of the
coupling point has to be found from measurements at full power.

With the previous mentioned Q-value of 2000, operation with this
tube should not give any problems. On the other hand, the circuit
Q will be influenced by temperature variations, beam laad and
steady discharges which may occur apart from sparking and the
multipactoring effect.
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3.5.1

Amplitude control

In the previous chapter we have mentioned the principles of the
amplitude control system. We will now replace the blockscheme
by the electrical scheme as designed by J. Driessen (Dri 84).

dees &
>----''------1

resonators

0

fig 3. 9

Saheme of amplitude control

-65After capacitive dividing and DC-conversion of the two dee-voltages
these are fed into a sum-amplifier (5) via two bufferamplifiers (3 & ·4).
At point A in the scheme we have half the sum of these two signals,
which can be considered as the measured value of the dee-voltage.
The rneasured value is compared with a reference value, which is
generated by the circuit wi th op-amp 1 and the Zenerdiode. The reference
value can be adjusted by the potentiometer P . The integrating regulator,
1
build with op-amp 2, compares the two dc-signals and deliveres an
output voltage, proportional to their difference, to the PIN-diode
in the pre-amplifier of the RF-system.

To obtain a stability of the dee-voltage of 10-

3

the stability of

~~e

reference value should at least be one order of magnitude better than
that. Also the resistors R and R as well as the op-amp 2 should
4
5
satisfy these requirement.
In order to obtain more insight in the stability of the reference value
and the regulator, some measurernents were carried out using a setup
as shown in fig. 3.10

master
osc.

-

"'

PIN
diode

1

w

-i>- amplif.

...
....

DC

conv.

~~

~7

I - regulator

c~

---1

2

REF

fig 3.10
Set-up for stabiZity measurements of the control system

-66The signal from the master oscilllator is amplified to a level of 1 Watt
and after DC-conversion it is fed into the regulator where it is compared
with the reference value. By measuring the voltages at the points 1 and
2 in the scheme, separately as well as their difference, the stability
can be obtained.
It turned out that the variuous components were quite sensitive for
temperature drift. Moreover, stochastic fluctuations were present.
Since these deviations were of

~he

order of one percent we had to make

some adaptions to increase the stabili ty.

Firstly the circuit for generating the reference value was replaced
by an integrateà circuit which deliveres a very stable output voltage
of 5 Volt (IC: REF 02 EJ 8341 ; stability < 3•10- 6 )
Secondly the regulator was improved by providing it with more qualified
resistors and an op-amp with a better quality
(AD 517 LH insteadof CA 3140)
The adapted circuit can beseen in fig. 3.11 where also the option
is given for adding an extra resistor R in the feedback line of the
regulator, thus creating a PI-regulator.
With this possibility one is more flexible in the adjustment in the
final set-up.

A----;

to PIN diode
AD 517 LH

T
fig 3. 11
Adapted circuit for
amplitude control

After testing the amplitude control system with these components we
5
have found a stability better than 10- , which offers good prospects
for operation of the whole 2nd harmonie system.
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Symmetry control

The circuit for symmetry control as designed byE. Janssen (Dri 84)
has not been changed apart from little improvements in the filtering
of the noise. The difference between the two measured dee-voltages is
a signal in the order of 1 mV. For a proper control function this value
should be well defined. A difference of less than 1 mV doesn't lead
to any aation. When the level of 1 mV is exceeded, a signal is
delivered to the stepmotors, which move the trimmingplates. Between
these two possibilities a sharp transition should be present, which
was obtained by the above mentioned improvement.

Since another type of stepmotors is used as by the designer, some
adaptions were needed in the stepmotor driving circuit.
The total scheme is given in (Dri 84) . Here we will only give the
part which is changed.

I

+

+

l
I
IDE

47

33 n 7
old

fig 3.11a

~F

w

new

Adaption at the stepmotor
driving circuit

The inductors L form the coils in the motors. The internal resistance
of the previous used motors was larger than the presently applied
motors. Considering the maximum current through

~~e

coils we placed

an extra resistor in the circuit. To increase the steepness of
of the positive flank of the pulses, which drive the motors, an elco
is placed in the circuit for faster operation.
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Multipactoring is a resonance effect of eleatrons which may occur in
the resonators and the vacuum chamber. When at a specific voltage
level the electron transit time between two conductors equals half
the period of the RF-signal a resonant current of secondary emitted
electrens between the conductors occurs, initiated by electrens
originating from the restgas. This effect may occur at a fairly large
voltage range, since the distances between the conductors, including
the dees and pole faces, as well as the yoltage distribution on the
line vary greatly.
When the system is started up by slowly increasing the amplifier
output, the dee-voltage will be limited at a certain level by the
resonant current.
To avoid this a DC-bias voltage of several hundred volts can be
supplied to the dees (Mul 83) which precludes multipactoring.
This DC-bias requires a special dc-isolation and a RF-bypass
construction of low inductive capacitors at the short circuit flange
where high RF currents are present.

Since the ILEC cyclotron is provided with a master oscillator followed
by a multistage amplifier system instead of a self exited power unit,
it is possible to start at a fairly high voltage level beyend the
multipactoring range.
Therefore the earlier plan for a DC-bias supply has been abandoned.
However, a certain rise time of the power level will allways be present
when starting up the amplifier. It might be that another change of
construction will be necessary in order to cope with this problem.

In fig. 3.12 the dee-voltage (after dividing and DC-conversion) is
shown as a function of the converted control grid voltage at a pressure
-6
in the vacuumchamber of 6.5•10
mbar

2

1

V

1

o~------14-o------~2+0~----~3~0~
~mV

fig 3.12

Dee-voltage as a function of control grid voltage
showing the multipactoring effect (see text)
Note that this are converted values

It can be se€n that the dee-voltage is kept at one level in spite of
increasing of the tube amplifier input voltage.
A second proof for the accurance of multipactoring in this situation
was a very low Q-value. The system did not react on a displacement
of the trimmingplates which should change the resonance frequency.
At a high Q the dee-voltage would change considerably.
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Since the isolation distance between the secend harmonie dees and both
the segment plates and dummy dees is relatively small with respect
to the RF-voltage, dee-sparking may occur.
Sparking is defined, for this purpose, as an abrupt major dissipation
of stored electrical energy across a gap between two metal electrodes.
Paschen's rulerelating electrical breakdown to gap and pressure is
not applicable since in vacuum the free cellision path is much greater
than the electrode-gap spacing.

An empirical criterion to estimate the minimum sparking voltage that
covers a large range of surface gradients, gap lenghts and frequencies
of the applied voltages has been put forward by Kilpatriek {Kil 57)
This treatment does not include the presence of an external magnetic
field. Currents due to field emmision and high energy ions are considered
necessary to initiate sparking and consideration of these processes
leads to the empirical expression

where

w = The maximum possible energy of a partiele at the
electrode surface prior to a spark in electron volts.
E

Kl
K2

=
=
=

The field gradient in V/m
1.7·10 5

1.8·10 14

This criterion includes RF and DC signals, and specifies an upper limit
for no vacuum sparking. It is presented graphically in fig. 3.13.
Since we consider RF signals. the maximum possible ionic energy must
include transit-time and phasing effects.
Fig 3.14 is given for estimating W when voltages V of frequency f are
appli.ed to gap g. The quantity Vx is introduced for dimensionless
units of the applied voltage V and is defined as

-71where À (=c/f) is the propagation wavelenght in free space, and q is the
elementary charge of a partiele with M c 2 the rest energy in electron
0
volts.
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fig 3.13
w is the maxirrrwn ion energy, in electron volts. For RF;
W is a function of frequency and gap
W/E is the gap spacing for p~ane paraUe~ fie~ds.

For ILEC two gaps are considered:

dee-dummydee

: 8 mm

dee-polefaces :15 mm

Forthese gaps two points are found in the diagram (fig 3.13) bath
lying in the no-spark region. For the dee-dummydee gap the present
magnetic field will cause an extra isolating effect, which reduces
the chances for dee-sparking strongly.

1.0

.--------.----7~2=--.------.------.

>

.I

2

3

4

vtv•

fig 3.14 graph for transit time correction.

On the ether hand, this effect is not present for the dee-poleface gap,
since the electric and magnetic field lines are parallel here.
The position of the point in fig 3.13 is somewhat premature, since
in these calculations the effects of surface contamination and surface
roughness are not taken into account. Even at a vacuum pressure
of 10- 6 torr the electrode surfaces are usually well oxidised and since
in our cyclotron an oil diffusion pump, rubber 'O' rings and vacuum
grease are used, the electrode surfaces can be contamined by a layer
of various organic matters.
Surface roughness leads toa charge concentratien at the sharp points.

These effects can lower the breakdown strenght by as much as 20 percent
(Nai 79) .
When dee-sparking occurs the tuning of the resonators will be lost
which gives rise to a fast increasing internal power dissipation of
the amplifier. Moreover, when a spark holds too long, the dees and
segmentplates can be damaged too. Therefore a detector will be included
which. gives, at a sudden decreasing of the dee-voltage, a signal to
the PLC. The pre-amplifiers will be switched off immediately so that
the RF-signal is removed from the system.
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With the newly applied movable short circuit flanges the desired
resonance frequency can be obtained easily leaving a coarse tuning
possibilty as well.
When eperating at full power, however, the heat production at the
short should be examined critically.

A circuit Q of 2000 will cause no problems, although one must take
care that this value will not decrease too much.

When the system will be assembled in its ultimate set-up the input
circuit will surely ask for a critical adjustment. Moreover, a screen
grid voltage of 1.5 kV should be applied.
The correct position of the coupling point has to be found from tests
at full power.

The system for amplitude and symmetry control is werking properly.
In the final set-up the position and the dimensions of the dee voltage
piek-up probes as well as the De-convertors have to be adjusted so
that the 36 kV dee-voltage will give a voltage of 5 Volts at the
control system input.
The question whether the system can be started up circumventing thereby
~~e

phenomena of multipactoring, remains unanswered at this moment.

If multipactoring occurs the security system will switch off the signal
anyway, thus the amplifier will not be damaged.
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CALCULATION OF PARTICLE ORBITS

4.1 Introduetion

From the measurements of the magnetic and electric fields in a
cyclotron some properties like the condition for isochronism and
the oscillation frequencies, can be obtained quite easily using
the methad outlined in chapter 1. To study the properties of an
accelerated beam such as the actual shape of the partiele orbits,
emittance and energy spread, orbit calculations can be carried out.
For the treatment of orbit dynamics numerical as well as analytical
methods are used. The numerical methods, though leading to accurate
results, ask for very much computer time and give less insight in
the physical processes.
In this chapter calculations of partiele orbits are presented using
an analytical methad based on the classical Hamiltonian theory.
After constructing a Hamiltonian, which is aften quite difficult,
the equations of motion, as derived from this Hamiltonian, can be
integrated. In contrast with the numerical approach, the integration
steps can be fairly large to get good results, e.g. one step per turn.
This leads to an enormous reduction of computer time. Moreover, the
shape of the Hamiltonian is such that much more insight in the
influence of relevant cyclotron parameters on the beam behaviour is
obtained.
But when high accuracy is needed or when the electric and magnetic
fields are strongly non-linear, numerical calculations have
to be carried out.
In our group an analytical theory is developed that describes the
motion of accelerated particles in an AVP-cyclotron (Vra 85). In
this model a Hamiltonian is constructed by combining the Hamiltonians
resulting from two other theories. The theory of non-accelerated
particles in an AVF-field developed by Ragedoorn and Verster (Hag 62)
and the theory of accelerated particles in a rotational symmetrie
field by Schulte (Sch 78) were used.
With this resulting theory calculations were carried out using the
magnetic and electric field data of the ILEC-cyclotron (Ste 85)
A camparisen was made with the numerical methods and it turned out
that the analytica! theory was suitable for an accurate description
of the acceleration process in the ILEC-cyclotron. (Ste 85)
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We now work on the development of a new analytical theory.
With this model we are not only able to describe different
field structures but also general multi-dee systems. Moreover
effects resulting from coupling between the AVF-field and the
geometrical dee-structure can be treated.
The derivation and the ultimate form of the Harniltonian is
slightly different from that mentioned above, so rewriting
of the computerprograms was necessary.

In section 4.2 we briefly present the derivation of the new
Hamiltonian and the meaning of the different terms. (Kle 86)
The structure of the computer software is given in 4.3.
Section 4.4 describes the centre motion of non-accelerated
particles in the ILEC magnetic field
Finally in section 4.5 the results are presented of the calculations
with acceleration taken into account, showing for exarnple
the influence of flattopping on the energy spread .
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In this section we will briefly discuss the derivation of the
Hamiltonian, which is used to calculate partiele orbits. Some
basic properties of the Hamiltonian formalism are outlined in
the appendix.

4.2.1

The basic Hamiltonian.

We will workin a lefthanded coordinate system (r,8,z). This
means that in a magnetic field, pointing in the positive z-direction
a positive charged partiele will move on a radius r in the direction
of increasing

e.

The magnetic field in the median plane is defined as
B(r,8) = B(r)•{l+ n~(A n (r)cosn8 + Bn (r)sinn8)}
with

= kN

n

k = 1,2,3 •••

We split the average field
dependent part

N is symmetry number.

B(r) in a constant part B and a radius
0

~(r)

(4.2)

B(r) = B ( 1+~ (r))
0
with

( 4.1)

the restmass of the partiele
q

the charge of the partiele

w

0

the isochronous angular revolution frequency

The magnetic field is expressed in the components of a vector
-+-

-+-

potential A vila B

= curl

-+-

A.

This gives

B(r,6)

=

1 3Ar
--r

ae

(4.3)

-

We incorporate the average magnetic field B(r) in A and the
8
azimuthally varying part in A , which gives
r

A

e

(4.4)
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2

r
r
r
;::z t

U(r) :=

,.

I 11 (

r

I )

dr I

A (r)

G(r,8)

For

:=

B (r)

n
n

Z (--n-- sin(n8) -

n

n

cos (n8))

the electric potential in the median plane we write

v

V(r,8,t)

f(r,8) sin(hw t)
0

(4.5)

where V is the maximum dee-voltage, h the harmonie mode of
acceleration and

w0

the isochronous angular revolution frequency.

The function f(r,6) can be expanded in a Fourier series leading to
ao
-- +
2

f (r, 8)

00

Ea cosn ( 8-'1' (r))
l n

=
(4. 6)

-21 -<x>)
00

a cosn ( 6-1!' ( r))
n

a

-n

:=

a

n

The function l!'(r) represents a radius dependent rotation of the dees
as is the case for spiral dees. In figure 4.1 we give the Fourier
coefficients a

n

for three different dee-systems

The Harniltonian H for the accelerated motion of the partiele in
the median plane can be written as a function of the canonical
coordinates r and 8

~~d

the canonical momentapr and p , with the
6
time as the independent variable

H

Hel

2
2 1/2
m c ( 1+2Hc/m c )
0
0
1
2m

0

(p -qA ) 2 +
r
r

1
2m

+

qV(r,8)sin(hw t)
0
(p·/r -qA ) 2

0

e

(4.7)

e

with c the speed of light in vacuum.

We insert the equations (4.4) and (4.5) in (4.7) and scale the
variables by deviding the

by qs , the Hamiltonian H by
0
m w5 and by multiplying the time with w •
0
0
The Hamiltonian now becomes
mo~enta
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fig 4.1
Fourier coefficients for three different dee-systems
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+

-

00

~qV [a
•oe

n

cos

n(8-~(r))sin(ht)

~(o -r(l+!l)G(r,8))2
·r

with

4.2.2

À

:= c/w

(4.8)

and

0

Motion of the non-accelerated partiele

In this section some canonical transformations are applied in order
to remove fast oscillating terms, i.e. the 8-dependency of the
Hamiltonian. As a first step the static equilibrium orbit (SEO) has to
be removed. The SEO is defined as an orbit with the same N-fold
symmetry as the magnetic field. We first consider the SEO in a
cylindrical symmetrie field, which in this case will be a circle.
Using the equations of motion we look for a solution r=r =constant,
0
pr=O. This gives a relation between the constant of motion p and the
8
radius r of the SEO namely
0
(4.9)

Inserting this equation back in the expression for Hel gives a second
relation:

(4.10)

A comparison of both equations shows
canonical variable p

8

t~at

for p(r)<< 1, the

is closely related to the classical energy

of the particle. For this reason we replace in the basic Hamiltonian
(eq. 4.8) the canonical momenturn p
~

by E and the conjugate variable 8 by
6
and consider E as the energy variable and ~ as the phase of the

particle.

-80This gives a definition of the radius r

0

depending on E by the implicit

relation:

(4.11)

Knowing the SEO in a cylindrical symmetrie field we write for rhe SEO
in an AVF cyclotron

p

(4.12)

e

and Fourier analyse the yet unknown

func~ions

X and P .
e

e

The SEO can now be removed by introducing new variables

and
e
~= p
- P which describe the radial motion with respect to the SEO.
r
e
In order to have a canonical transformation also the variables E and $
~=r-R

have to be changed. The new Harniltonian is formed by expressing the old
variables r,p ,E,$ in the new variables
r

~.~,E,$

and inserting

relations in Hel" Since it is not possible to solve r,pr,E and

~~ese

~

exactly

from this result, the difficulty can be evereome by expanding Hel in a
power series in

~

and

~-

For a proper approximation the expansion should

be carried out up to the fourth degree.

In a second transformation new coordinates are introduced, describing
the radial motion in the action-angle variables (I and

~)

in a co-

moving coordinate system.

By a third transformation fast oscillating terros in the Harniltonian are
removed to higher order in the flutter where they can be omitted.
The action angle variables are now transformed in cartesian coordinates
X = 1(2I) cos~

and

the orbit centre

Y

=

/(2I) sin~

which represent the position of

(Hag 62)

The phase $ of the partiele is taken with respect to a co-moving coordinate
system, which rotates at the isochronous partiele revolution frequency
as illustrated in figure 4.2
Therefore it is necessary to perferm as a last transformation

$'

= $-

t

and

H'

=H

- E
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ref.
axis

cycl tron
een reX
c

x

fig 4. 2
PartieLe motion represented in the centre
coordinates X and Y and the circl.e
coordinates E and ~ with respect to a
co-moving coordinate system
Now we arrive at a Hamiltonian for the centre motion and energy and
phase of an anticlockwise rnaving non-accelerated partiele in an AVF
field with a perfect N-fold field symmetry.

À:=c/w

=

r~ O+JJ)

+

+

1

32r6(1+JJ) 2

with
3n~A2+B 2 )

{
n n
+
\)
= 1 + ~ll' +l:
r
1+1J n 4 (n2-1) (n2-4)

+

AA''+BB''
n n
n n
4(n 2-1)

(5n 2 -8) (A A'+B B')
n n n n
4 (n2-1) (n 2-4)

AI 2+B'2
n
n }
+
4(n 2-4)

0

(4.13)
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Dl : =

3A

E 0 ..-

1J'

3

+ SA I + AI I
3
3

I

+ 1J'

D

:= 3B

E2

:=

2

+SB' + B''
3
3

3

11

1

+-A'''
6 4

2s

B4 +lB''
2 4 +)_B'''
6 4
I

with the definition of the derivatives:
d

:= r -

I

dr

f

:=

I

I

I

:=

Apart from this result we have also obtained relations between r and 8
and the canonical variables X,Y,E,~ and t. These realations are needed
to study the accelerated motion.

4.2.3

Acceleration in a cylindrical symmetrie magnetic field

To incorporate the acceleration in the Hamiltonian we consider the
second part of equation 4.8
H
ace

=

qV ~a cosn(8-~(r))sin(ht)
2 .. co n

(4 .14)

On this Hamiltonian we first have to apply the transformations performed
in the previous section. This means that the relations between r and
and the canonical variables

X,Y,E,~

e

have to be inserted in the

Hamiltonian. We omit for the moment the terms in these relations which
contain the Fourier coefficients A and B . These extra terms will be
n

n

considered in sectien 4.2.4.
Since X and Y are considered as coordinates of the orbit centre, we
asstime that they are much smaller than f2E. We therefore expand the
Hamiltonian into a power series of X and Y up to the second degree,
giving a XY- independent part, a linear part and a quadratic part.
Furthermore we introduce a new phase
~

~

from the X,Y-independant part of H
ace

in order to remave the function
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At this point a special salution of the Hamiltonian, called the
aceelerated equilibrium orbit (AEO) is derived. New variables are
introdueed which deseribe the motion of the partiele with respect
to the AEO. From the new Hamiltonian only the resonant terms are kept.

We now arrive at the following

Ham;

lt'"'rlian for the centre motion and

energy and phase for an accelerated partiele in a cylindrical symmetrie
magnetic field.

(4.15)

+
2

+

Xcosl!'

+ Ysinlf'

:=

h+2
2
2 (h-(h+2)'!'' )ah+2

1

--q

2

h

h

-Xsinlf' + Yeoslf'

I< 1+).1)

1(1+\l)

qh

1
4

- r

rh

:=

h~2((2h+3)'!''

+ lf'")ah+2
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4.2.4

In order to describe the acceleration process in an AVF cyclotron we
have to take into account the extra terros in the relations for r and 8
which contain the Fourier coefficients and which were previously
omitted. These relations are inserted in the Hamiltonian, which is
again expanded into a power series of X and Y. From the extra terros
which are now obtained, only the resonant terros are taken into account.
For the ILEC cyclotron the result can be written as

H

acc,AVF

A sin(na.)
2qV sin (h</1) cos (ha.) l: _n_ __
~
n n(n 2 -1)

(4.16)

with a. the half dee-angle (see fig. 4.1)

The resulting Hamiltonian now consists of three main parts

H

= HAVF

+ H

acc,O

+ H

acc,AVF

(4.17)

The equations of motion follow from

dE
=
dt

()H
d</1

d<P
dt

-=

dH
()H $a = ()H
=
aro/ro ( l+J.l+J.l')
()E
a rodE
(4.18)

dX
-=
dt

()H
()Y

()H
dY
=dt
ax

These equations can be integrated with a large integration step due to
the fact that the right-hand sides of the equations contain only slowly
varying terros.

-854.2.5

Flattop

acceleration

To ealeulate the effects of the flattop aeeeleration we used and
additional Harniltonian representing the sixth harmonie dees

(4.19)

with analogue eoeffieients as in equation 4.15
~d

D := {(XcosB + YsinS)eos~ + (YeosB -XsinB)sin~ /1(1+~)
1
D := {-XcosB- YsinB)sin~ +(-XsinB +YcosB)cos~ /l(l+~)
2
This Hamiltonian is found from the Hamiltonian representing the 2nd
harmonie dees by a rotation over an angle B with the following

tr~s

formation
X' = XcosB + YsinB
Y' =-XsinB + YcosB

(4.20)

E' = E

~· =

~

-

B

Coupling effects between the two dee-structures as well as between the
flattop dees and the magnetic field are neglected in this treatment.
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4.3

Structure of computer software

------------------------------

The equations of motion, as derived from the Hamiltonian, can
be integrated with a relatively large integration step, leading
to a small consumption of computer time and little output data.
The computer programs are written in the language FORTRAN IV for
a DEC 11/73 mini-computer. In the main program (ORBIT.FOR)
the equations of motion are integrated using a standard fourth
order Runge-Kutta method. As the input for this program we need
the measured and calculated field quantities which are produced
and stared in a file by the program FIELD.FOR. Complementary
input, like the starting values, is provided by a cammand file
that runs the program.
The output of the main program, containing the calculated values
of the variables

E,~

and X,Y as a function of the independent

variable, is stared in a data file which is used as input for
a set of plotprograms.

With the plotprograms we are able to visualize the centre-motion
of non-accelerated particles, showing the stable and unstable
regions, as well as the motion of a grid of accelerated particles,
showing the influence of different terms on the energy-spread
and on the motion of the orbit-centre.
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With the theory outlined in the previous sections we studied
the centre-motion of non-accelerated particles in the ILEC
field.
Since we study only non-accelerated particles in this stage
we obtain good insight in the stability of the radial motion
and the influence of the different terms in the Hamiltonian.
The simplified Hamiltonian for the ILEC-field is given by
H

H(X,Y)

Since H is independent of t, it is a constant of motion.
A point (X,Y), representing the motion of a partiele moves thus
along a line H is constant. This tagether with the velocity of
this point, as can be derived from the Hamiltonian, can be
considered as a sufficiently complete salution of the radial
motion for most practical purposes.

The lines H is constant, the so called flow lines, are visualized
in figure 4.3 for one value of the energy

-

•
••••

'L. ,..
•••

I

X

•

•

-100.0

fifLi:.l
FZowZines of the centre-motion in the
ILEC magnetic field for E=2000 keV

•

(MM)
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For small amplitudes of the orbitcentre, the lines are circles
due to the first term in the Hamiltonian. At larger amplitudes
the fourth degree term becomes important so the circles are
changing. Further from the origin we find four saddle points
in the surface. The maximum stable amplitude is equal to the
radial position of these unstable fixed points, so the flowline
through these points, called the separatrix, separates the
stable and the unstable region.

The fixed points are found from

ClH

ax

0

ClH

and

(ly

- 0

leading to

1)

X=O

Y=O

2)

X=O

Y= ±4r

Y=O

X= ±4r

3)

which is the cyclotron cent.re
0
0

/{(1+]..1) (l-Vr)/(E +E )}
0

/{ (1+]..1) ( 1-v r)

I (E +E
0

1

1

)}

x
and

(V -1) (E -E ) <0
r
0 1

We can see that the cyclotron centre is always present while
depending on the values of "r' E and E we get fixed points
0
1
as stated in 2 and 3.
For both cases an example is shown of the separatrix in the
figs. 4.4 and 4.5
For a counter clockwise moving partiele the direction of
rotatien of the orbit centre is clockwise when V

r

counterclockwise when v )1.
r

(1

and
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When v =1 a resonanee oeeurs. The area of stability reduees to
r

zero as is evident from the formulas for the fixed points, so
the partiele might get lost.
Generally resonanees for the radial motion oeeur when v

r

= n/k

where n is the harmonie number of the Fourier eomponents,i.e.
the symmetry number of the magnetie field, and k is the degree
of the relevant term in the Hamiltonian.
In the ILEC-eyelotron V

r

is close to 1 for all radii so only

the 4/4 resonanee will oeeur.

r·. . .
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fig. 4. 4
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fig. 4. 5

separatrix for E = 1000 keV
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4.5.1

Centre motion as a function of dee-angle

Insection 1.2 we have stated that a 90 degree dee-angle should
have the best properties for stable acceleration. We have choosen
a dee-angle of 50 degrees, however, considering the magnetic field
geometry. In this section the results are presentedof the centre
motion of accelerated particles where 3 different dee-angles are
considered. The motion is investigated by.means of a grid of
particles taking into account the presently spread in the X,Ycoordinates. In this calculation the positioning of the dees is taken
as shown in fig. 4.6

fig. 4.6
Positioning of the dees
We can see from the figures 4.7 a,b,c tl1at with decreasing dee-angle
the spread in the Y-coordinate increases considerably during the
acceleration process. Keeping in mind the results of the previous
section, a large spread in the centre-coordinates increases the
chances for instability.
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fig. 4. 7
DeveZopment of grids of particZes in phase space with
onZy second harmonie acceZeration taken into account
as a function of dee angZe

-92in figure 4.7a it is shown that the spread in the X,Y coordinates
remains constant during acceleration. The slight rotatien of the
grid, however, arises from the influence of v

r

in the AVF-Hamiltonian.

This stable motion can be made clear when we look at the equations
of motion for the centre coordinates during acceleration
-

dx
dt

~qV{

dv
dt

~qV{

-

-=

aah aa -h
( ay· + ay-) sin (h~)
aah

(3; +

aa -h

a;z-l sin (h~)

we can neglect the first term between the brackets since the phase p
is almast zero.
For a straight sectered two dee system the coefficients in the eosine
term are

=
- - =-

ax

h(h+2)
2
ah+2•x
h(h+2)
2
~+2 ·y

With the harmonie number h=2 we find that the four coefficients are all
zero. When the dee-angle differs from 90 degrees, however, the Fouriercoefficients of the dee-system
explains this behaviour.

~

will change proportional, which
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4.5.2

Circle motion of accelerated particles

To study the influence of flattopping on the energy spread we investigated
the development of a qrid of particles considering the

E,~-coordinates.

For this model we have taken, as a good approximation, the ILEC dee
structure as shown in figure 4.8. The rotation over an angle of 90
degrees (cf. the previous section) is accomplished by taking for
angle \f' (r) a fixed value of

~~e

'IT /2.

fig. 4. 8
Positioning of the dees
We took a 20 keV spread in energy and a 5 degrees spread in phase around
the central particle. With only second harmonie dee-voltage present the
results are reported in figure 4.9.
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fig. 4. 9
Development of a grid
in real space with 36
kV 2nd ha:r7fllonic dee
voltage

-94The 20 keV energy spread increases with 37 keV after 24 turns leading
-2
to an addi tional energy spread of 1. 4 •10
Note, however, that these
values are calculated for the partiele with 5 deqrees

~hase

difference.

With a 36 kV second harmonie dee-voltage and a flattop-voltage of 3.63 kV
the development of a grid with 1 keV energy spread can beseen in fig. 4.10
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fig. 4.10
Development of a grid
in real space with 36
nd
kV 2 harm deevoltage
and 3.63 kV 6th harm
deevoltage

The adopted 1 keV energy spread increases in this case with 0.2 keV
5
giving an additional spread of 8•10- •
From a nurnber of calculations we found the optimum value of the extra
phase difference

o~

of the flattopsignal (see section 4.2) to be

-0.01 degree. Note that this value is relative to the partiele revolution
frequency. For the sixth harmonie signal is should be multiplied by
a factor 6.
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To show the influence of the variation of the last mentioned phase
difference we inserted the values -0.11° and +0.09° respectively.
These results are presented in figures 4.11a/b.
Here the resulting energy spread is 2.8 keV, which gives a relative
4
value of 7·10- .
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Injïuence of a 0. 1° addi tional phase di fference beween

2nd and 6th harmonie signals.

-96The influence of the coupling term is shown in the figures 4.12 a/b.
In these diagrams we have plotted as a function of the start phase
E

delta E

=

-

+

E

where

E

E

is the energy of the particles after 24 turns
with the coupling term present
E

is the energy of the particles after 24 turns
without the coupling term present

It can be seen that, with and without flattop acceleration taken into
account, the coupling term gives rise to a static energy shift of 0.6 %
in a relatively large phase area. For large phase differences, however,
the coupling term enlarges the energy spread considerably but this
situation is nat relevant for the ILEC cyclotron, since for these phase
differences the flattop system is na more effective.
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-97Concluding Remarks

With the software developed durino this work we are now able
to calculate different oroperties of orbit dynamics in a
confident way. Nat only the ILEC cyclotron can be treated, but
also other machines with different field and dee-structures.

Since we have to deal with measured fieldquantities as input for
the programs, the accuracy will be limited. Special attention should
be paid to higher order derivatives of the harmonie components.
In spite of the smoothing of the measured values for ILEC we still
found the third order derivatives to be discontinous. Therefore they
might become significantly larger than the harmonie components
themself, which can give rise to an unrealistic dominant effect of the
derivatives.
As an example we mention that the error in the average field due to
the measuring accuracy, which is better than 0.02 % ) might cause
an error of 5-10% in v -1.
r

From the last sections we can conclude that the flattop principle
can be applied succesfully provided that the phase stability will
be better than 0.1 degree. Moreover, we see that the coupling terms
in the Hamiltonian will be of no significanee for the ILEC cyclotron.
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-103APPENDIX Al

Am9lifiers can be set in several modes of eoeration depending on the
a9plication for which the amolifier is designed.
The classification is a function of the angle of current flow through
the amplifying element. This is the fraction of the signal cycle during
which current flows throuqh the amplifier.
In class A the am9lifier is biased so that current flows continuously
throughout the cycle of the applied signal. The angle of current
flow 9

9

is 360 degrees. The bias current (see figure) must be at least

half the 9eak current.
This type of amplifier has a linear output to in9ut power ratio and
offers good possibility for braadband amplification because of its
linearity.
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fig. Al
Typical C!Urrent fiows in class A"B and C amplifiers ·

I

-104The amplifier efficiency, defined as the ratio between the RF output
power and the input ?Ower delivered by the plate de supply, is for a
class A amplifier typically 50%.
A class B amplifier is biased such that current flows only during half
the cycle (8

p

=

180 degrees) . The angle of current flow in a class C

amplifier is typically less than 180 degrees.
Decreasing the angle of current flow increases the amplifier efficiency.
The efficiency of a class B amplifier may be up to 70-75% and of a class
C it is better than that. A class C amplifier is biased in such a way
that the input signal must exceed a certain level befere some output
signal occurs. Therefore in class C amplifiers the linearity is lost.
When choosing for a class of operatien one must take a cernpromise between
a good linearity and a high efficiency

-105APPENDIX A2

Suppose an orbit x(8) has to be calculated from the simultaneous
differential equations

p'

~

x'

dx
- = g (p ,x, 8)
d8

d8

f(p,x,8)
(A2 .1)

and that f and g obey the relation

We can define a function H(p,x,8), the Hamiltonian, by

=

f

so that (A2. 1)

g

aH
= ap

beco~s

p'

=

x'

aH
= ap

(A2. 2)

The variablespand x are called canonical variables. They have the
property that the area occupied by a group of points in the p,x-plane
remains constant during the motion (Liouville's theorem). From (A2.2)
one finds
dH

aH

de = ae

which means that H is constant if H does nat contain the independent
variab.le explicitly. In this case one gets a very useful semi quantitative
picture of the motion in the p,x-plane, representing the real motion
x(8) by observing that the points move on lines H
prop~rtional

= constant

with a speed

to the slope of the H(p,x) surface. An extremum of H gives

a stable stationary position p

= constant,

x

in the H surface gives a metastable position.

= constant.

A saddle point

-106Canonical transformations

An important property of a canonical system is the possibility to make
a transformation p,x

+

P,X

P'= P(p,x,6}
(A2. 3}
X'=

X(p,x,~}

so that Pand X obey equations similar to.(A2.2)

P' =

3K

ax
(A2. 4}

X' =

3K

ap

A necessary and sufficient condition is that the ratio R of the area
in the p,x-plane to the area of the corresponding region in the
P,X-plane is independent of p,x and 6. This means that

3P/3x

<lP/3p

constant

R

ax;ap

ax;ax

'Z'he name "canonical transformation" is sametimes reserved for

transformations with R = 1.

A canonical transformation with R = 1 can also be obtained from a
generating

f~~ction

x =

G(p,X)

3G

ap '

aG

p

ax
(A2. 5)

K

=H

()G

+

ae

